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Levi Rapp, Crop Consultant
Wheat is not a new crop to our area. With the yields that we have
been experiencing, it is a good opportunity to provide some midyear cash flow along with other benefits such as ground cover in
the winter helping prevent erosion and diversifying a crop rotation.
There are several management factors that should be utilized to
maximize the yield potential of your wheat crop. The first step in
the management process is to make sure you end up with an adequate stand. Treating wheat put in the ground with a fungicide and
an insecticide will aid in that process. For maximum yield potential, you need at least
24 plants/sq. ft. Fields with final stand counts below 15 plants/sq. ft. have less than
75% of full yield potential and should not be kept for grain production. If stand
counts are low but adequate to keep, 18-21 plants/sq. ft. (90 -95% yield potential),
then consideration should be given to an early nitrogen application to stimulate additional plant tillering.
The next management factor to consider is how much tillering took place in the fall.
Tillers are shoots that develop from nodal buds on older wheat shoots. The number
of tillers is determined by the seeding rate, soil moisture and fertility, temperature,
and variety. A winter wheat plant grown under “normal” conditions will have 3 to 6
tillers. Tillers begin developing soon after the seedling emerges from the soil and
continue to be developed through the fall and early spring. Wheat should be scouted
in the fall to early winter to determine the number of tillers. In most cases, enough
nitrogen is available in the soil for proper fall tiller development, especially if 18-460 or similar fertilizer products were applied in the fall. However, if the number of tillers is less than 70/sq. ft, spring nitrogen applications should be made at green-up to
stimulate additional tillering. If the wheat has an adequate number of tillers, then
spring nitrogen applications should be made closer to jointing. Nitrogen uptake is
greatly increased during stem elongation in March and April. The longer the time between nitrogen application and plant uptake, the greater the risk that the nitrogen
will not be available when needed. To produce an 80 bushel wheat crop, 95-120
pounds of nitrogen/acre are needed.
Continued on Page 2...
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Another management factor to consider is weed control. Weeds reduce
wheat yields and profits by competing with the crop for moisture, light,
space and nutrients. The time of weed emergence relative to crop emergence has a tremendous influence on
competition and yield reduction caused by weeds. Weeds that emerge with the wheat crop or early in the
season are more competitive with wheat than weeds that emerge later in the season. Winter annual weeds
generally cause more yield reductions to wheat than summer annuals. It is critical to control the weeds
when they are small before they become large and hard to control and damage to the crop has occurred.
Attention should also be given to insect pressure in the fall and spring. This is a management aspect that is
often overlooked in wheat production that can cause serious economic damage if not kept in check. Some
diseases, such as Barley Yellow Dwarf, are spread by aphids feeding in the fall. Insect pressure can be more
detrimental to a wheat crop if it is already stressed by other environmental conditions. The use of fungicides
on the crop, especially around the flagleaf stage of development, will protect the flagleaf against stripe rust.
Fungicides applied at flowering will help keep head scab and vomitoxin from infecting the kernels.
The end result is keeping the plants happy and healthy which
ultimately translates to higher return on investment.
Frequent field scouting throughout the growing season, from
planting to harvest, is important for monitoring crop development
and identifying problems in the early stages before they become
severe. These problems can be from insects, diseases, weeds or
environmental factors. Correct diagnosis is crucial because control
measures are different for different weeds, diseases, or insects.
If you need assistance in scouting your wheat or have questions, feel free to contact me at 417-296-0460 or
stop by your local MFA location.
Levi Rapp
(417) 296-0460
lrapp@mfa-inc.com

Attention High School Seniors!
Apply for the MFA Foundation Scholarship
It’s that time of year again; time for area high school seniors to decide what they want to do
with the rest of their lives. If they decide to attend college, scholarships are extremely
helpful in providing the financial means in order to achieve their aspirations of a higher
education. MFA offers scholarships to graduating seniors of local high schools. Each MFA
and MFA affiliated location gives at least one local high school senior a one-time $2,000
scholarship.
Have your high school seniors ask their counselor about the MFA scholarship and other
Agriculture related scholarships. If the counselor does not have information on these
scholarships, please contact your local MFA store for more information. The MFA Foundation Scholarship
application is DUE March 15, 2017. Please see your high school counselor for more information.
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Nutrient Management for Each Unique Acre
Rodney Woody, Carytown Manager
Winter is coming and we are winding down on another year. It has been interesting with
commodity prices not being where anyone hoped they would be. On the bright side there are
things we can do here at MFA to assist with input costs and gain better efficiency in
managing those acres to optimize yields. I am happy to announce that we have a variable rate
machine here at Carytown to take care of all those needs.
Nutri-Trak is a program MFA Precision Advantage has that is designed to manage, maintain,
and track fertility levels on an acre by acre basis and continually adjust recommendations
based on proven field productivity. This is done by our team taking intensive soil samples and accurate
recommendations based on what your yield goals are and what your actual soil is capable of growing. This is
all put into a nutrient management plan and viewed by the web with ease.
Stage 1: Intensive soil sampling on 2.5 acre grids
Stage 2: Intensive soil sampling with yield monitor crop removal
Stage 3: Yield monitor crop removal
Stage 1: Intensive soil sampling you will get GPS collected field boundaries and
soil test points on 2.5 acre grids. The test will show organic matter, Cation
Exchange Capacity, pH, P1, P2, Potassium, Sulfur, and Zinc. The nutrient
management portion on the web will show maps with the variability and
availability of the nutrients in a color coded map. The maps will be color coded
based on the levels of each nutrient and a legend describing it. You will also
see soil type maps from the crop specific NRCS yield goals. The nutrient
management plan will be based on soil tests, soil type and productivity, as well
as cropping practice. The recommendations will be in variable rate and also
flat rate application.
Stage 2: This goes a step further by using the same practices of Stage 1 along
with yield monitors. This will adjust the fertilizer applications to stop putting
on a flat rate of fertilizer on an area that does not produce as much as the
higher producing areas. This will help with the cost of fertility by putting the
fertilizer where it will be the most productive and not over fertilizing an area
of low productivity.

The main question most people ask is, “Why should I use the program?” Here are some of the reasons:
 Nutrient inventory of newly acquired land.
 Proper pH balance to ensure proper root growth and nutrient uptake.
 The savings in the variable rate lime will generally pay for the program in most cases.
 Avoid over applying fertilizer in areas where fertility is high.
 Minimize plant stress. Plants not under stress from lack of nutrients rebound and handle stress
better.
 Place the dollars in the areas of the field that return the best investment.
 Protect the environment through proper nutrient management.
 Manage your variability in each field with proper placements of nutrients.

Continued On Page 4...
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There are many other reasons to use
this program that can be discussed
when talking with us about your acres. The big point to make is
this program just makes sense in accurately putting the inputs in
the right place to get the most return on your dollars spent.
We have all the equipment and the trained personnel to service
this program and to do the variable rate applications. The picture
to the right features the Variable Rate Case 2 Compartment
Truck to do all that is needed. We also have a lime loader and
variable rate applicators to do lime. Call today to schedule your
acres before next spring or with any questions you may have. Thank you and Happy Holidays.

Rodney Woody
rwoody@mfa-inc.com
(417) 394-2435
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Spring Calving Cows
Jody Boles, Feed ASM
I know it may not seem like it now, but spring calving season will soon be here. Are you
and your cows ready? The highest death loss for the cow/calf producer is at calving
time, and a dead calf is an automatic loss for the producer.
First-calf heifers should be bred to calve 30 days before the rest of the cow herd, and
they should be in a body condition score (BCS) of 6. Remember that first-calf heifers,
once they have a calf, are getting ready to do a few things they have never had to do
before: rebreed, milk, grow and take care of a calf. The rest of the herd should be at a
BCS of 5 when they start calving.
Colostrum is critical for every calf. Calves that don’t nurse within 2 to 4 hours after
birth often die of exposure or become weak and unable to nurse and eventually starve.
Calves that do nurse in the first 12 hours after birth will have higher antibodies in their
blood stream and are less likely to get scours than calves with low antibody levels. Any
calf that gets sick in the first 45 days will weigh 40 to 45 lbs. less at weaning than a calf
that didn’t get sick. What to do about the colostrum? MFA has a product from Land O
Lakes called Calf Colostrum Replacement which provides the calf with 100 grams of
IgG. This product is made from natural bovine colostrum, which will help achieve
successful passive transfer for the calf. The beauty of this product is that it works very
well and you, the producer, won’t have to worry about saving colostrum. No need to
question if it’s any good or if it cooked too long in the microwave. Now you can open the
bag when needed and mix high quality fresh colostrum for your calf.
Ricochet mineral for your cow herd will help reduce scours, improve colostrum quality, and
improve how fast the cows will cycle back. Ricochet mineral has SHIELD™ Technology in it.
Let’s use this example: a cow herd with 35 head of spring calving cows starts to calve on Jan.
15 and finishes up on Apr. 15. Two-thirds of the herd calves in the first 90 days and the rest
calve in the last 30 days. Those last 12 head of calves will average right around 45 to 50lbs
lighter than the other calves at weaning. 12 multiplied by 45 lbs equals another 540 lbs of calf
weight to sell. Put your herd on Ricochet mineral and enjoy your cows and calves working for
you.
Jody Boles
(573) 631-6969
jjboles@mfa-inc.com
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Jessica Jones
Casey McGuire
Lockwood

We wish you a very
Merry Christmas

Sharon Collier

and a

Happy New Year
From all of us at
Western MO MFA Agri-Services
Jerry Bain,

Chuck Faulconer

Diane Dill

Levi Rapp

Kirk Kleeman
Lockwood
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Winter Recipes
Hamburger Soup
1.5 - 2 lbs hamburger
1 can (6 oz) tomato paste
1 Tbls chopped onion
2 cans (10.5 oz) Campbell’s vegetarian vegetable
soup
2 c. water
1/4 c. sugar
Salt and pepper to taste

1. Cook hamburger in
skillet.
2. Mix all other
ingredients in a pot
and bring to a boil.
3. When hamburger is
done cooking, add
to the pot and stir.
Serve.

Potato Soup (serves 4)
5 large potatoes
1/2 medium Onion
2-3 celery stalks
2-3 large carrots
Bacon (to taste)
Cheesy White Sauce
4 Tbls flour
4 Tbls butter
4 c. milk
Velveeta cheese
Salt and pepper to taste

1. Skin potatoes. Chop potatoes, onion, carrots, and
celery. Bring a pot of water to a boil. Cook
potatoes, onion, carrots and celery until tender.
Drain water. Slightly mash potato mixture.
2. In a separate pan, melt butter. Then add flour.
Slowly add milk, stirring constantly. Add Velveeta
cheese to taste (I usually do 1/4 - 1/2 block of
Velveeta)
3. Add cheesy white sauce to potato mixture.
4. In another pan, fry bacon until crispy. Add to
soup.

Note: adjust vegetable proportions to taste.

Chili
1.5 - 2 lbs hamburger
1 can (15.5 oz) chili beans
1 can (15.5 oz) red beans (drained)
1 pint tomato juice
1 medium onion
1 orange pepper
1/4 c. ketchup
1 tsp chili powder
1 tsp cumin
3 Tbls brown sugar

1. Cook, drain and
rinse hamburger.
2. Mix all other
ingredients in a
pot.
3. Add hamburger.
4. Allow to simmer
for 10 min.
5. Serve.
Note: This recipe is very flexible. Adjust any of the
ingredients to fit your family’s preferences!

The Lamar newsletter is coordinated by Felicia Costley and MacKenzie Oswald. It is printed through MFA in
Columbia, MO. If you have any agronomy, feed, seed, animal health, or grain topics you would like us to
address, please call Felicia at (417) 682-5593 or send an e-mail to fcostley@mfa-inc.com or moswald@mfainc.com.
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Western MO MFA Agri
Services Locations
Carytown: (417) 394-2435
Iantha Bulk Plant: (417) 682-2037
Irwin Bulk Plant: (417) 884-2474
Lamar MFA Grain Office: (417) 682-5593
Lamar MFA Feed Store: (417) 682-5300
Lockwood: (417) 232-4516
Mt. Vernon: (417) 466-3752

Check Us Out on the Web at www.lamarmfa.com!!!

Upcoming Events...
Western Farm Show
February 24-26, 2017
American Royal Complex
Kansas City, MO

